
MPT
COMPRESSION PACKING
PROCESSING MACHINES



MPT 22

The MPT22 braided packing cutting machine automatically cuts at a 
programmable length braided packings with different sizes and shapes.
The machine is also able to achieve sharp cuts with braided packings with 
stainless steel wire reinforced.

Section: min 6x6mm / max 30x30mm with 45°cut;
25x25mm with 60°cut

AUTOMATIC BRAIDED
PACKING CUTTING MACHINE

45° to 60°cut

MPT 21

The MPT21 braided packing cutting machine automatically cuts at a 
programmable length braided packings with different sizes and shapes. 
It is also possible to add a second angle, making an oblique cut with two 
combined angles up to 45°+45°, making the packing resistant in two 
directions (flange compression and blowout).
The machine is also able to achieve sharp cuts with braided packings 
with stainless steel wire reinforced.

Section: min. 6x6mm – max. 30x30mm

AUTOMATIC BRAIDED
PACKING CUTTING MACHINE

30° to 90°cut - Special oblique cuts -



MPT 23

MPT23 machine produces die formed rings using 
wound graphite tape (see also MHG03A machine) 
and braided packings using braided packing (see 
also MPT21-MPT22 machines). It can work in 
manual or automatic mode. Flexible use: Ideal for 
high production using all 4 stations and low 
production using only 1 station. The pressing can 
be single or double for each station.

13 tons pressing force

PNEUMOHYDRAULIC GOOSEN
PRESS WITH FOUR MOULDS 
FOR GRAPHITE RINGS AND
BRAIDED PACKINGS

Max 112 mm Ø
MPT70 machine produces die formed rings using 
graphite tape or other similar material. 
It can work in two modes: 
a) Semiautomatic: the operator feeds manually the 
pre-cut tape of graphite. 
b) Fully automatic: the graphite feeding is perfor-
med automatically by the machine. 
All the machine functions and product parameters 
are controlled by a PLC, with panel programming.

70 tons pressing force

AUTOMATIC PRESS
WITH SINGLE MOULD FOR
GRAPHITE RINGS

Max 120 mm Ø

MPT 25

Perfect density of your gasket automatically 
controlled and selected through a precision 
scale. 
It can be used as a stand-alone machine or 
incorporated into any packing press model.
MPT25 weighing machine is complementary 
to MPT70 and MPT23 machines.

AUTOMATIC WEIGHING
MACHINE

Precision digital scale
1/1000 g resolution

MPT 70
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